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SOUTHERN GATEWAY – A BETTER SOLUTION
Almost 70 years ago planners wanted to close Chichester’s level 
crossings by building a new bridge. We were reminded of this in October 
when Alan Green spoke to an audience that included guests from 
Chester Civic Trust. Thomas Sharp had been commissioned by the City 
Council to produce a masterplan for Chichester, published as Georgian 
City in 1949: you can see a copy at the County Record Office. We hope 
it won’t take another 70 years before both crossings are finally closed, 
because in this edition we publish proposals by independent group 
Gateway+ to replace Chichester’s level crossings. 
Gateway+ want to encourage a complete re-think of the District 
Council Southern Gateway Masterplan published last year but 
receiving negligible support in an underwhelming consultation. This 
Gateway+ proposal creates a new public realm at the southern end 
of Southgate, including a new road alignment, a large square between 
Southgate and the railway station, conference and exhibition space, an 
hotel and commercial area, and removal of the level crossings. See the 
centre pages which visualise these proposals - plus more information 
on pages 8, 9 and 12. The Chichester Society publishes these ideas in 
this Newsletter to support a wider public debate. This seeks to reject 
the District Council’s Southern Gateway Masterplan and to re-think it 
with a better solution. We encourage the District Council to respond in 
a constructive way. 

Happy Christmas to our readers! 

Christopher Mead-Briggs

Good news for Christmas: the Chichester City Band now has a home closer to Chichester. 
Goodwood Motor Circuit has generously offered space and we will report more about this 
in the March Newsletter                                                                          Photo: courtesy Nigel Cull
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WILL YOU BE A POSTIE 
FOR THE NEWSLETTER?

ChiSoc is always looking out 
for members to help with the 
hand-delivery of this quarterly 
publication. 

At present our ‘Posties’ 
distribute to 300 addresses in 
and around Chichester. Will you 
join us? 

If you are interested please 
email Danielle Charbonneau 
at membership@
chichestersociety.org.uk
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CHICHESTER CAMERA CLUB: A CELEBRATION OF 
PEOPLE AND PLACES 

Amy Roberts and Portia Tremlett explore a fascinating history 
It’s 125 years since Chichester Camera Club, first known as Chichester Photographic Society, was formed 
in 1893; and to celebrate this anniversary the Novium Museum is hosting an exhibition which will continue 
to March 2019. How the Club was established and has survived is the subject of this article, and we hope 
readers will find this story useful background reading before visiting the exhibition.

The early years

To begin with, the Photographic Society met weekly, 
organised lectures about new photographic 
techniques and equipment, and arranged 
excursions to places such as Midhurst, Hunston and 
Arundel. Monthly and annual competitions were 
held. Categories for entries included Seascapes 
and Landscapes, Architecture, and Lantern Slides. 

Some members of the Society were prominent local 
citizens including George Turnbull who was an 
Alderman and also Mayor from 1909 to 1912 and 
again in 1919. He was a member of the Society until 

at least 1939 when he would have been around 85 
years of age. 

The First World War took its toll of both the 
membership and its activities, and in 1917 meetings 
were abandoned. They were resumed, however 
in 1922 when a notice appeared in the paper in 
the rather formal style of the period inviting both 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN to attend a meeting 
at the Technical Institute on North Street with the 
intention of restarting the Society. This led to weekly 
meetings, regular excursions and lectures. The 
Society moved to new premises in 1928 at Flint 
House in South Street. There they held an exhibition 
of old photographs taken by former and current 
members. 

The society continued to flourish in the 1930s and 
competitions improved in quality and quantity 
of entries. 1938 saw an innovation in the way 
competitions were judged. Until this time entries had 
been assessed by fellow members but this changed 
and entries were passed to an external expert for 
judging. During the Second World War the Society 
met only twice in the two years 1940 to 1942. It seems 
fuel rationing greatly limited their efforts to organise 
excursions. By 1945 they had left their premises in 
South Street and placed their possessions in store. 

A new beginning

Members of the Society did not meet again until 
1949 when they emerged from the war years with 
a new name - the Chichester Camera Club. The 
club met fortnightly now at the Methodist Hall 
in the Hornet. The first post-war exhibition was 
held in 1950. Since then the Club has thrived. It 
is now recognised as one of the most successful 
photographic clubs in the country with a reputation 
for excellent photography and a programme of 
visiting speakers, competitions and social events. 
Anyone with an interest in photography is welcome.

Chichester Camera Club: A Celebration of People 
and Places is at The Novium Museum until 10 March 
2019; entry is free.

Members of Chichester Photographic Society about 1900-1910. 
George Turnbull, Chichester’s Mayor 1909-12, is at back left 
with the camera.                        Photo: The Novium Museum.
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INTRODUCING DANIELLE CHARBONNEAU

Membership Secretary and member 
of the Executive Committee

Born in Montreal, Canada, Danielle 
worked as a Personal Assistant for 
Spar Aerospace Ltd for many years 
before travelling with her British 
Engineer husband back and forth to 
the UK, landing in Chichester in 2004 
for good. Danielle divides her free time between being 
a Cathedral Welcomer and Treasurer for the Whyke 
Residents Association. She has also taken on the duties 
of Membership Secretary from John Wichers, who has 
stepped down; so expect to hear from Danielle, mostly 
by email. If you have a question about membership, 
ask Danielle who can be contacted at membership@
chichestersociety.org.uk or by phone at 01243 782342. 
Our thanks to John Wichers for undertaking this role so 
well over many years.

HERITAGE TRAILS NOW ONLINE
Walking Chichester’s history is now possible 
with your smart-phone explains Bob Wiggins

Readers may recall the Society has sponsored 
the production of eight heritage walking trails 
around Chichester. These provide guides for 
visitors and residents alike on journeys that 
cross more than 2,000 years of history. Topics 
include the Civil War in the 1640s, current and 
forgotten pubs, places of worship, famous 
people and the history of our buildings and 
places across Chichester’s four ‘quadrants’.
Free printed versions of each trail have been 
available from The Novium, the Library, West 
Sussex County Record Office and the Council 
House. Because funding for leaflet re-printing 
and updating is uncertain the present stock of 
leaflets may be used up sooner than expected. 
Copies can be downloaded and printed from 
the Society’s website but this may not be always 
convenient, or possible. So we have created 
smartphone-friendly online versions of each 
Trail that are accessible while walking - a 
reference tool in the hand!

All 8 trails are now digitised using Google 
maps, and are available via the Society’s 
website: www.chichestersociety.org.uk/trails. 
This enables walkers to follow a trail or even 
enjoy the history of the City from the comfort 
of their homes no matter where in the world. It 
also has the advantage that trails can be easily 
updated, for example as buildings change 
hands or are repainted. The above map image 
is from trail 5 on Inns, pubs and hotels.
Do go and experience these trails and let 
us have your feedback. You can do this 
via the website comment form at www.
chichestersociety.org.uk/contact-us; or email me 
at webmaster@chichestersociety.org.uk. 

Every Heritage Trail is referenced to a map of Chichester 
City Centre, with the walking route clearly marked
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PRIORY PARK AT 100 - WHAT A WEEK THAT WAS!
Richard Plowman thinks that together we created a 
memorable celebration
One person I’ve met told me the Priory Park 100 week 
was the biggest series of events seen in Chichester for 
at least 50 years - and I’ve been delighted by the many 
similar remarks. There was truly something for everybody, 
so many events that it is difficult to identify just one 
highlight. From the first Sunday afternoon after Saturday’s 
horrendous storm, the weather was perfect. People have 
stopped me in the street saying ‘Wasn’t the Teddy Bears’ 
Picnic great’? Or ‘The 27 Rolls Royces parading into the 
Park were fantastic’. But in my mind as the week drew 
to an end it was the final two days that were the climax 
to this Centenary Week. The return of the full Sussex 
County Cricket side to Priory Park, after 68 years absence, 
against the Duke of Richmond’s Eleven, thrilled the 1,500 
spectators with a 20/20 match won by the Duke’s team on 
the last ball! 

Drumhead Service

However the one event I really wanted to go well was the Drumhead Service: it was perfect. When the 350 
names of the fallen in WW1 were read out, and pigeons took away a message of peace from the 35 children 
and the choir of 100 sang with the Chichester City Band, I could see everyone present was genuinely moved. 
The final evensong and blessing at the Guildhall by the Dean, with our wonderful Cathedral Choir, returned 
to the days when the Franciscan Monks would have sung and worshipped in what was then the Grey Friars 
Chapel and now the Guildhall.

After the Drumhead Service the memorial plaque by the 
Park entrance, renovated for the centenary, was unveiled 
by the Duke of Richmond.                        Photo: Bob Kennet 

A flock of pigeons was released after over 300 names of the Fallen had been declaimed by children from Parklands Primary School. 
Photo: Bob Kennet 
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The Drumhead service was blessed with fine weather.                             Photo: Benjamin Graham

Above: We enjoyed a demonstration by the 
Sealed Knot. Photo: Bob Kennett

Right: At the beginning and end of a two-minute 
silence, the report from this field gun echoed 
loudly across the Park.  Photo: Benjamin Graham

Right: The 
Guildhall hosted 

an exhibition 
by artists and 
crafts people. 

This sculpture is 
modelled in clay 

by Chichester 
artist Vincent 

Gray.

Photo: Bob 
Wiggins

Thanks

Of course Priory Park 100 has taken an immense amount of planning and organisation and I would like to 
thank all those involved, in particular the Rotary Club and the Friends of Priory Park for their many hours of 
marshalling and help. We are now making a record of all that has happened at the request of West Sussex 
Record Office. As for me, I am still in a state of disbelief that it all went so well; that our Chichester community 
came together to make this centenary a success. The Park is very special to us all and I hope that in another 
100 years our descendants will still enjoy Chichester’s own village green in the heart of our city.
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DON’T TALK CHICHESTER DOWN!
Caroline Hutchings was present at a public discussion on 
the city centre’s shopping habits
A meeting was held in the Council House on 23 July to 
discuss the future of this city’s ‘High Street’; Chichester 
Society members were there as well as residents and 
shopkeepers. The occasion was co-hosted by the City 
Council and Chichester’s Business Improvement District 
(BID). It began with a presentation urging everyone to 
focus on the positive aspects of Chichester’s retail future. 
We learned Chichester had been named  the fourth ‘most 
resilient’ high street in the UK!

The good and the bad

Chichester’s retail vacancy rate was about 8 percent in 
2017, close to the South East average - and so not nearly 
as bad as some pessimists have claimed! There are 14,000 
self-employed in the area, so we can be described as an 
‘entrepreneurial hub’. But there are obstacles to success, 
notably transport and unaffordable business rates. 

BID Chairman Colin Hicks informed us that Chichester 
had 291 ‘independents’ and 286 chains in the BID area 
(essentially the streets and lanes within the city walls). 
With the House of Fraser likely to close here, questioners 
emphasised the need for some major named brands to 
move into the city to entice shoppers.

Chichester Gift Card

Some interesting ideas were put forward, one being a 
volunteer-run scheme for helping and directing residents 
and visitors around the city. Another idea (subsequently 
launched in early October) was to produce a Chichester 
Gift Card – buy one for family, friends and colleagues which 
enables them to spend at a shop of their choosing. It was 
launched in early October. 

Chichester BID is working with city centre businesses to create an 
atmosphere that encourages visitors and shoppers to enjoy themselves.

The new Chichester Gift Card was launched in 
October and can be purchased online at  
www.chichestergiftcard.co.uk

In my view, few people go into town to visit 
one place. For Chichester to be successful, 
providers of employment, healthcare, 
leisure, shopping, education, eating and 
drinking need to work together effectively 
to encourage people into the city. The 
reason out-of-town retail parks are thriving 
is because they diversify what they offer. We 
should, as a city, ‘revive and thrive’ – create 
an experience that cannot be replicated by 
the Internet. On-line shopping may be quick, 
easy and sometimes cheaper, but it cannot 
provide the experience of actually walking 
into a shop, picking up goods, contact and 
conversation/communication with people and 
enjoying the architecture and surroundings 
of our beautiful city.

Free after 3 

The cost of parking should be seriously 
considered and maybe a trial of free after 3 
in certain car parks to assess the impact on 
footfall. I am sure many more suggestions 
could be put forward to enable Chichester 
residents to be positive, rather than talking the 
city down which appears to be a current trend!

What do think?  
Do you have proposals for improving the 
shopping experience of central Chichester to 
share with readers of this magazine? Send 
either by post to 44 Westgate, Chichester 
PO19 3EU; or by email to membership@
chichestersociety.org.uk; no later than 
Friday 11 January 2019. Subject to responses 
received, publication will be in March 2019. 

Illustrations with thanks to Chichester BID
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A WINDOW INTO OUR SUSSEX PAST

The Sussex Record Society’s publications are unique says 
Richard Childs 
Last summer I received a very interesting book in the post - Church Surveys of Chichester Archdeaconry 
1602, 1610 & 1636 - by Joan Barham and Andrew Foster, the latest book from the Sussex Record Society. 
I thought it would be opportune to draw Chi Soc members’ attention not only to this publication but more 
widely to the work of the Sussex Record Society.

While Church Surveys of Chichester Archdeaconry 
may seem a somewhat dry and dusty title it is in 
fact a remarkable insight into the physical state of 
parish churches across the county in the first half of 
the seventeenth century, and reveals the appalling 
state of some of Chichester’s churches in that era. 
In fact this volume acts as a sort of gazetteer of all 
the parish churches in what is now West Sussex. 
Church Surveys is comprehensively illustrated 
with drawings and photographs of virtually all the 
churches surveyed. It reveals the struggles by 
clergy, churchwardens and parishioners as they 
tried to fund the maintenance of their churches 
and keep them fit for worship. This is a surprisingly 
current theme!

Founded 1901

The Sussex Record Society was established in 
1901 with the aim of publishing historical records 
of East and West Sussex found in the great 
national libraries, such as the British Library and 
the National Archives, and in the archives of the 
county’s great houses and families. To date the 
Society has published nearly 100 volumes - nearly 
one new publication for every year of its existence 
- and topics covered from the eleventh to the 
twentieth centuries. 

A potpourri 

While the Society’s remit covers the whole of 
Sussex, many of its publications focus on records 
and information relating specifically to Chichester. 
They include Marriage Licences at Chichester 
1575-1800 (vols 12, 32 & 35); Chichester Cathedral 
Chartulary (vol 46); Minutes of the Common 
Council of the City of Chichester 1783-1826 (vol.62); 
and St Richard of Chichester (vol.79). Beyond 
Chichester, subjects and themes vary greatly like 
Sussex Cricket in the Eighteenth Century (vol.88); 
Correspondence of the Dukes of Richmond and 
Newcastle 1724-1750 (vol.73); and Printed Maps of 
Sussex 1575-1900 (vol.72).

If you would like to join the Sussex Record Society 
you’ll be pleased to know that their annual 

membership subs are very modest at £12. For this 
you’ll receive a copy of each annual publication. 
There is also a guest lecture at the Society’s AGM. 
More information about the Society may be found 
on their website at sussexrecordsociety.org which 
also includes a range of online record databases.

The Sussex Record Society’s offices are based in 
Lewes, but we are currently very fortunate because 
Wendy Walker and Jennifer Mason (respectively the 
Society’s Chairperson and Secretary) both work 
here in Chichester at the County Record Office. 
I would recommend popping into the Record 
Office as it sells back numbers of the Society’s 
publications; and of course you can inspect all 
the Society’s published volumes in the public 
searchroom.
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INTRODUCING THE FORUM QUARTER

Richard Plowman on bringing the world to Chichester’s 
Southern Gateway
The Gateway+ team and their master planner Geoff Thorpe has been absorbing feedback from discussions 
and consultations with many organizations including the Chichester Society. Their aim: to create a totally 
deliverable and focused FORUM Masterplan - a masterplan which Gateway+ believes bridges the gap be-
tween vision and deliverability. 

An iconic building

THE FORUM is exactly what it says, a truly iconic 
building set on the south side of a major new public 
square that fronts onto both South Street and the 
Avenue de Chartres. It’s the centre-piece for 34,000 
square feet of highly flexible, sub-divisible, space 
at street level with smaller break out areas and 
people-servicing above. It is accessed from a glass 
walled atrium providing an internal extension of 
the outside public square. This development can 
bring the world to Chichester: because a multi-use 
FORUM QUARTER would include a vibrant mix 
of high-quality hotel, residential and workspace 
accommodation plus retail and leisure facilities. 
Large and small events, conferences, exhibitions, 
and entertainment would all be accommodated 
together with anything else that an active and dy-
namic city can dream up. The Forum Quarter will 
be - can be - an iconic building and environment of 
which Chichester can be justifiably proud.

A bigger station 

The Gateway+ team has not forgotten the other 
vital issues - which are so important in ensuring the 
Southern Gateway revitalizes this area of the City. 
Discussions with Network Rail indicate they are 
considering enlarging Chichester Station to four 
rather than the existing two platforms, in order to 
significantly improve services to and from the city. 
The FORUM masterplan welcomes this expansion 
and incorporates a new station and integrated bus 
station - a true transport hub for Chichester. The 
needs of disabled people have also been kept to 
the forefront of thinking - to ensure easy access 
and movement within the whole of The FORUM 
area. 

Below: aerial perspective of the proposed Forum 
Quarter, created alongside Chichester Station

All images are copyright of Gateway+ but may be 
reproduced with due acknowledgement
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No level crossings

Gateway+ believes that both existing level crossings should be closed. Removing the Stockbridge Road 
crossing is fundamental to the FORUM Masterplan, whilst the existing Basin Road crossing is replaced by a 
road underpass - not a bridge as was previously proposed. Gateway+ listened to Andrew Bain of The Chich-
ester Society and believe he is correct that a height limited underpass is a solution that will work; essential 
infrastructure to control traffic entering the City as well as providing segregated cycle lanes.

Gateway + proposals add a very significant dimension to the District Council’s Masterplan for the South-
ern Gateway. They are ideas that have gathered considerable local support. And they complement and 
strengthen the Council’s current vision for Chichester. I urge the District Council to embrace the FORUM 
QUARTER concept and thereby enhance the future for both young and old in Chichester.

………………………………………………..

The Gateway+ team comprises Geoff Thorpe, Brian Raincock, Richard Plowman, Trent O’Connor and Adri-
an Moss. Their website is www.gateway-plus.co.uk.

Below: street plan showing the new expanded Station with the Forum Quarter
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LAYOUT PLAN FOR THE CHICHESTER FORUM QUARTER
A proposal that responds to Southern Gateway’s development potential
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LAYOUT PLAN FOR THE CHICHESTER FORUM QUARTER
A proposal that responds to Southern Gateway’s development potential
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A HEIGHT LIMITED UNDERPASS 
Andrew Bain says there is a solution to Chichester’s level 
crossing misery.
The District Council’s Southern Gateway Regeneration Masterplan dismisses the provision of a bridge over 
the railway as too costly and disruptive - despite the overwhelming public response that these level crossings 
must be replaced. An opinion piece in our March Newsletter summed up this approach as ‘Consult, then 
carry on regardless’. But independently of the Council, the Freeflow group came up with an interesting 
alternative to the Masterplan by proposing a road bridge - which was well received at a public meeting held 
at the Assembly Room. The problem, however, with a bridge over a railway is the mandatory need for a 5 
metre clearance for trains. This is a Network Rail requirement to make provision for future overhead wires 
replacing the 3rd rail. To achieve this, roadway ramps would need to be 100 metres long on both approaches. 
For many citizens this would result in an enormous and un-attractive feature, very disruptive to the city’s 
fabric. Even an ‘all vehicles’ underpass would require similar length ramps in the approaches.

Low headroom 

But there is a workable solution, which we call a 
‘height limited underpass’. It would cater for well 
over 90% of road traffic by designing 2.7 metre 
headroom, sufficient for 15-seat minibuses and many 
vans. The Railway support structure would add 1.3 
metres. The resulting 4 metre underpass depth can 
be achieved with 60 metre ramps - considerably 
less than that needed for a bridge; and the gradient 
would be a reasonable 1 in 15. These ramps can 
be accommodated north of the Kingsham Road 
junction and south of the proposed extended Avenue 
de Chartres junction. Such underpasses are an 
accepted feature of urban roads.

In the context of the Southern Gateway Masterplan, 
the Stockbridge Road level crossing remains in 
use for buses, and those pedestrians, cyclists and 

mobility scooter users who generally prefer an ‘at-
grade’ crossing. The District Council’s roads policy 
is to minimize access by HGV goods vehicles to the 
city centre as far as is possible. A height restriction 
would therefore have to be created on Basin Road 
with warning sensors and other barriers.

Gateway+

Proposals by Gateway+ are illustrated and 
described on previous pages, and incorporate a 
restricted headroom underpass on Basin Road. 
Closing Stockbridge Road means the underpass 
should accommodate single decker buses - as is 
shown in this article’s watercolour view. The aim at 
this point is for 3.5 metre headroom on the roadway 
and 2.5 metre headroom, with an easier gradient 
on the separated pedestrian, cycle and mobility 
scooter pathway.

Network Rail is very keen to 
remove the level crossings. 
Their Chief Executive Mark 
Carne has written that ‘Mixing 
600 tons of steel, which 
can’t swerve, with people 
and vehicles is intrinsically 
dangerous’ (Daily Telegraph 3 
July 2018).

Detailed design for services in 
the roadway and for providing 
access to properties along the 
affected lengths of Basin Road 
should now be investigated. 
Let’s get on with it.

A height limited underpass is the 
solution Chichester urgently needs 

Visualisation by Andrew Bain
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UNSCRAMBLING PLANNING JARGON
Cedric Mitchell explains why we must be aware of the 
new Article 4 Directions
In September the District Council wrote to all households in the Chichester Conservation Area (around 
2,700 houses and flats) to confirm implementation of new planning regulations termed Article 4 Directions. 
Anyone living within the conservation area needs to know what’s involved.

PRIORY PARK’S STORY IN 
100 OBJECTS
David Wilson reviews a recent 
publication timed with the 
Park’s centenary
For the 100th anniversary of the gift of Priory Park to the 
people of Chichester, Alan Green has produced this 
excellent book full of interesting history and excellent 
illustrative photographs, the latter by Benjamin Graham.
The scope of the book ranges from the earliest Roman 
discoveries in the park to developments in 2017. Alan draws on his encyclopaedic knowledge of Chichester, 
from historical events such as trials held in the Guildhall to personal memories of collecting conkers from 
under the nose of the park-keepers. He brings this together with contributions from others with expert 
knowledge, James Kenny the District Archaeologist, Mick Page the parkkeeper and others with personal 
collections of photographs. All the material is referenced in detail, turning this from a coffee table book into a 
work of scholarship. 
There is a comprehensive collection of jubilees and coronations, of statues and buildings and of sports and 
entertainments. Some changes are predictable – for instance from Brass Bands to Jazz & Ale Festivals - but 
there is also much that is unexpected. Who would have thought that there were once fishponds in the Park? 
Or that there is a connection with the first Test Match? And much more – but read the book for yourself! 
Even Homer nods, though. There is a slip confusing the north-east and north-west of the Park on page 99. 
And in the Index, while there is an entry for WWII, you need to exercise imagination to find the entry for WWI 
as it’s indexed under the ‘Great War’. But these are minor points in a book which is strongly recommended 
for both the enjoyment of discovery and the pleasure of the visual presentation.

 
Priory Park Chichester: its story in 100 objects by Alan HJ Green; Phillimore Book Publishing; £15 at Kim’s 
Bookshop, South Street 

What does an Article 4 Direction do?
It removes rights of permitted development for 
properties (houses or flats) that aren’t protected 
by existing listed building regulations. Put another 
way: owners within the Chichester Conservation 
Area whose properties are not already ‘listed’ must 
now obtain planning permission when considering 
exterior works if these front onto a road, public 
footpath or other public open space. 
What works are covered?
Here are some examples where planning 
permission for a non-listed property is required.
•	 Enlargement or alteration to elevations (changes 

to windows, doors, door surrounds etc)

•	 Roof coverings, chimneys (includes 
replacements but not repairs)

•	 Additions to front elevations (porches etc)
•	 Hard standing and/or alteration to existing street 

boundary walls
•	 Installation of satellite dish/aerial, photovoltaic panels
•	 Painting of previously unpainted wall surfaces.
Replacement or additional materials will usually 
be expected to reflect the character of the area, for 
example, plastic UPVC windows should not replace 
traditional timber joinery. 
It must be emphasised that Article 4 Directions don’t 
affect listed properties, where the usual planning 
requirements continue to apply.
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BEYOND THE CITY WALLS
How Chichester’s western suburbs developed is instructive and 
prompts the question whether this part of Westgate needs to be 
brought promptly into the Conservation Area. Sarah Quail reports. 
An opportunity to look at the title deeds of a neighbour’s 1930s property in Westgate, known originally as 
‘The Pantiles’, explains exactly why these fine properties on the  northern boundary of the old Portsmouth 
Road have preserved their original appearance with no unwanted intrusions for almost 80 years. 

It is all to do with the covenants put in legal documents by the Henty family as they broke up their land 
holdings adjoining the brewery site in Westgate after the First World War. 

The Henty Family 

They acquired the brewery operation in Westgate 
in 1855 when the site was described as being made 
up of a dwelling house, brewhouse, malthouse, 
malt kilns, warehouses, storehouses, granaries, 
stables, coach house, wood house, gardens, 
orchards and lands. It is with these last – the lands 
- that we are concerned in this article, for the family 
acquired most of the land to the north and west of 
the brewery site at this time. It was chiefly farmland 
and was a sound investment as successive 
tranches of land were sold off at regular intervals 
to meet Chichester’s increasing development 
needs. The latest example of course is the Henty 
family’s sale of Whitehouse Farm west of Centurion 
Way (the former rail line to Midhurst) for housing 
development. For the record, global insurance 
and business services group Mercer now occupy 

the fine 18th century dwelling house and some 
of the nearby former brewery buildings. Other 
parts of the brewery site have been redeveloped 
entirely into the terraced housing and apartments 
which make up Henty Gardens. The properties in 
Sherborne Road, Parklands Road, Beech Avenue 
and Cedar Drive occupy much of the neighbouring 
land. Only the field where the brewery’s dray 
horses grazed remains undeveloped, divided today 
into Central Junior Academy’s playing field and 
recreational space managed by the City Council 
known, pleasingly, as the Brewery Field. 

The Park

The land on the north side of Westgate, or the 
Portsmouth Road as it is more usually described in 
the title deeds, is noted variously as ‘pasture’ (1906) 
or ‘the park adjoining the Portsmouth Road’ (1920) 

which does explain why 
there are still some fine 
trees scattered across 
the Parklands area and 
its adjacent streets, and 
indeed why Parklands 
was so-called. You can 
make out this parkland 
area, much of it once 
walled apparently, on 
the 1898 large-scale OS 
map in the West Sussex 
Record Office. There were 
wells on this land of vital 
importance historically to 
both the tannery on the 
south side of Westgate 
and, of course, the 
brewery. We can only 
conjecture that this is why 
the area was retained 
by the brewery trustees 
for so long. The arrival 
of the Portsmouth Water 
Company and clean The Pantiles in 2018: covenants in the early 1930s insisted on a  

substantial property with a market value of at least £1,000.          Photo: Anthony Quail
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piped water in Chichester would have released the landholding. 
Just before the land was sold, however, the Sussex County Show 
took place here. Opened by the Duke of Norfolk on 21 June 1933, 
some 14,500 people visited the show over three days despite the 
mixed weather. 

‘The Pantiles’ plot - and the covenants

The descent of title to ‘The Pantiles’ is detailed in an abstract 
prepared by lawyers in 1939. Briefly, the plot on which the house 
stands today was situated on one of several parcels of land – 
some 128 acres in all - between Salthill Lane and the Portsmouth 
Road, now Westgate. This land had descended through different 
members of the Henty family until 1 October 1934 when it was 
conveyed to Henry Brazier of Worthing for the sum of £20,000. 
The first mention of covenants crops up now albeit relating to the 
Salthill Lane boundary. 

Brazier was a developer. Shortly afterwards, on 3 October 1934 
he conveyed to Arthur Clare of Westgate, Chichester, builder, and 
his wife, Rosa, in consideration of the sum of £280, a plot of land 
on the north side of the Portsmouth Road with a frontage to the 
road and a width at the rear of 70 feet and a depth of 200 feet. 
The covenants are legion. For example, the purchaser will not 
erect more than one dwelling house on the plot ‘with the usual 
outhouses and private garage’. It should cost at least £1,000 
exclusive of any garage or other outbuildings according to plans and elevations approved by the vendor 
or his surveyor. In short, only a large, well-designed and soundly-built house could be built here. There are 
covenants on the boundary fencing and on the uses to which the property might be put. There is to be neither 
trade, business, educational or institutional use, nor public meetings or worship. Manufacturing operations 
which might become a nuisance or annoyance to neighbours are also precluded. However ‘learned and 
artistic’ uses (art and music lessons) are permitted as is a doctor’s surgery or a dental practice, as long as 
the extent of their advertising is restricted to a modest brass plaque.

Conservation Area 
status?

There are similar 
properties to The Pantiles 
along the road and 
it is more than likely 
that there are identical 
covenants on their early 
title deeds which must 
explain why this part of 
Westgate has managed 
to preserve its dignity 
and decorum, and is still 
in domestic occupation. 
Does this tale make a 
case for extending the 
Chichester Conservation 
Area westwards to protect 
the character of this 
neighbourhood from the 
sort of redevelopment 
taking place now along 
the city’s northern 
approaches?

Parklands to the north of Westgate is aptly 
named - the area was planted with cedars  
and other forest trees 

The Sussex County show was held at Westgate 21 to 23 June 1933.       Photo: WSCC Record Office
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WHAT FUTURE FOR SUMMERSDALE? 
This charming neighbourhood needs protection argues 
John Templeton 
Over the past few years the speed of change to Summersdale has increased, with 
new houses and blocks of flats, the demolition of houses of character and the loss of 
mature trees a continuous process. To the passer-by enjoying the leafy drive between 
the historic city and the South Downs National Park, Summersdale appears largely 
unchanged, but this is far from the case.

The fascinating article on the birth and growth of Summersdale by Catherine Tite (Newsletter 196, March 
2018) concluded with a reference to the Neighbourhood Character Appraisal carried out in 2008 by 
Summersdale Residents Association and endorsed by Chichester City Council. However Chichester District 
Council, the local planning authority, never adopted the Appraisal as Supplementary Planning Guidance so 
it carries little if any weight when decisions are taken on planning applications.

Alarm Bells 

The recent loss of 21 Lavant Road, one of the iconic Arts and Crafts style houses designed by local architect 
Harry Osborn has set alarm bells ringing and renewed calls for Summersdale to be designated as a 
conservation area to protect its character. None of the neighbourhood’s properties are protected as Listed 
Buildings. Although most are lovingly cared for by their owners, as soon as they come onto the market they 
are increasingly seen as development sites, particularly if they have large gardens. 

7 Lavant Road is typical of the characterful homes in Summersdale that need protection
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The re-appraisal of the Chichester 
Conservation Area in 2016 (which includes 
the entire city centre within the Walls and 
some distance beyond) gave hope that its 
boundaries might be extended northwards to 
include Summersdale. The District Council’s 
Cabinet on 6 September 2016 resolved 
that …an assessment of the Summersdale 
area to assess its potential for conservation 
area designation, raised by a number of 
respondents to the Chichester Conservation 
Area consultation, be undertaken in 
conjunction with the future review and 
appraisal of the Graylingwell Conservation 
Area (Minute 246).

Protection 

The Graylingwell study is programmed 
for 2019-20 in the Chichester Historic 
Environment Strategy and Action Plan but 
the current complete lack of conservation 
staff means that this target is unlikely to 
be met. In any case I would argue that 
Summersdale requires protection in its 
own right whereas Graylingwell is already 
a conservation area and the continuing 
development of Graylingwell Park is guided 
by an adopted master plan. The existence 
of the Summersdale Character Appraisal 
carried out ten years ago would reduce 
the background work necessary to justify 
its designation as a conservation area and 
where its boundaries might be drawn. 

There is clearly a strong market demand in 
Summersdale and elsewhere for smaller 
and more manageable homes, including 
good quality flats to which elderly residents 
could downsize. Whilst conservation area 
designation would not prevent any further 
development and redevelopment, it would 
mean that any proposal would have to protect 
or enhance the character of the conservation 
area and prevent the loss of iconic houses 
which contribute to its character. It would also 
prevent the felling of mature trees  without 
consent. Summersdale obviously has a future, 
but hopefully a future better protected than it 
is at present - a challenge for the new District 
Council to be elected in May 2019!

………………………………………………..

Summersdale Neighbourhood Character 
Appraisal is available at www.chichestercity.
gov.uk

Chichester Historic Environment Strategy is 
available at www.chichester.gov.uk

All photos in this article by John Templeton

21 Lavant Road is quickly demolished - 
with the District Council’s permission, 
and will be replaced by 8 flats.

GOING…

GOING…

GONE!
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THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY’S 45TH AGM
The Annual General Meeting was held at the Assembly Room on 
Wednesday 17 October 2018 with the Society’s Patron the Mayor 
of Chichester Councillor Martyn Bell presiding. 
The following candidates were elected: Vice Chairman Bill Sharp; Secretary Anthony Quail; Treasurer 
Bob Wiggins. There were no candidates for Chairman and this post therefore remains vacant. Executive 
Committee members elected were Andrew Bain, Anna Bloomfield, Rodney Chambers, Danielle 
Charbonneau, Richard Childs, Roger Hobbs, Christopher Mead-Briggs, Cedric Mitchell, Trevor Redman, 
Grace Taylor and John Templeton. Reports below are summaries of addresses by the Vice-Chairman and 
the Treasurer. The AGM concluded with refreshments followed by a talk from Guest Speaker Daniel Evans 
which is reported on the facing page.

VICE-CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

Bill Sharp presented his overview for the year 
according to three main themes. Firstly, planning 
and public consultations. The Society’s 
involvement has continued at the same pace 
as last year, in particular a series of community 
workshops hosted by the County Council about 
the A27 Chichester bypass. The County Council 
has also hosted meetings about the Chichester 
Road Space Audit, which seeks a solution to the 
city’s car parking. The South Downs National 
Park launched a consultation on its Local Plan. 
Meanwhile the District Council has promoted its 
Southern Gateway Masterplan. These have all 
entailed a considered response by the Society, 
usually to very short deadlines. And from month 
to month we have continued to review planning 
applications submitted to the District Council - a 
regular commitment ably managed by Executive 
Member Andrew Bain 

Your Society has a social side, the outstanding 
event being a visit to the Goodwood Motor Circuit 
that was fun and informative; we also went to 
Natures Way Foods and Chichester Stoneworks.

The Society’s services and projects have benefitted 
the public as well as our members. The biggest 
commitment has been the Heritage Trails project 
with eight self-guided walking tours completed 
earlier this year: they have been very popular. 

The Society is worried that the District Council at 
present does not have a fully-staffed conservation 
service, for it has recently lost the expertise of 
three experienced officers to advise and care for 
over 3,000 listed structures across the Chichester 
District. 

Bill concluded  
Please contact your District Councillor and express 
your concern. 

TREASURER’S REPORT

If readers would like a paper copy of the Annual 
Report and Accounts, as approved at the AGM, 
send an email with your request to Treasurer@
chichestersociety.org.uk; or send an SAE (C4 large 
size) with a large second class stamp to 1 Theatre 
Lane, Chichester PO19 1SR.

The Society’s income for the year has totalled 
around £5,500 of which just under £4,000 is from 
subscriptions and donations; the rest is due to 
gift aid of £1,494 which is re-claimed from the 
Government. The Society’s biggest recurring 
expenditure continues to be the quarterly 
Newsletter. Production costs - taking on board 
design, printing, and distribution - work out at 
about £6 for every member. This is arguably the 
most welcome benefit members receive. Keeping 
costs in hand is aided by those members who 
assist with enveloping and hand distribution for 
which he gave thanks.

The Heritage Trails project of self-guided walks 
around Chichester was completed during the 
year, marked with printing the final trail on well-
known Chichester people. All eight Trails have 
proved very popular with high take-up, notably 
at the Novium Museum’s Tourist Information 
Centre. Obtaining funding for future reprinting has 
proved difficult. Bob reported he has made all the 
Trails available in digital format on the Society’s 
website and hence accessible by anyone with 
a smartphone or tablet. Production costs are 
detailed in the Annual Report & Accounts, with 
copies available for readers, see above.

Is there a deficit? 
Following a question from the floor, enquiries with 
the Examiner Mr AD Rose FCCA of Watling and 
Hirst confirm the apparent deficit in the Annual 
Accounts relate to the Heritage Trails project; in fact, 
there is no deficit because all expenses have been 
reimbursed by the Heritage Lottery Fund.
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DANIEL EVANS AT OUR ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Sarah Quail reports on a stimulating and entertaining talk 
Chichester Festival Theatre’s Artistic Director, 
Daniel Evans, was the Guest Speaker at the 2018 
AGM. He told us something of his background, and 
shared with us not only a little of the recent history 
of the theatre but also his own views and insights 
into creating theatre to enrich lives. Daniel’s 
enthusiasm is infectious! He has been working 
here for two years and in a lively talk, admitted that 
he was still having a ball! 

His predecessor, Jonathan Church, shared his 
hopes and ambitions for CFT at our 2011 AGM. 
The following years saw the Renew campaign 
launched, and exciting plans devised and delivered 
to meet the needs of today’s actors and audiences. 
Daniel, who took over in 2016, sits at the helm of an 
organisation restored, refreshed and renewed. The 
sailing metaphor is apt as he lives in Itchenor and 
delights in the sight and sound of the sea.

Early career

Born in Wales, he fell in love with theatre there 
and trained as an actor at London’s Guildhall 
School of Music and Drama. He was an actor 
for some 15 years before he became more 
interested in directing. While on Broadway 
Daniel was recruited to be Artistic Director 
at The Crucible in Sheffield. He was there for 
seven years before coming to Chichester.

Recent activities

In a general survey of his role Daniel 
touched on a development of which he is 
particularly proud: last year’s live-streaming 
of the Chichester Youth Theatre’s Christmas 
production into local hospitals. This Christmas 
the production will be streamed live not 
only into local hospitals but also into our 
hospices and – at their especial request – 
into Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick 
Children in London. With two successful 
seasons behind him, Daniel also enjoys the 
opportunities he has dealing with established 
actors: discussions about what plays might 
suit them and what fits best with proposed 
programming. Equally he likes - and sees it as 
a privilege of his job - spotting new talent and 
bringing it to Chichester. 

Planning next year

The 2019 programme is half in place already. 
He has to hold his nerve now – to see if 
something comes in which would really 
enhance the coming season’s offer. The 
season has to be in place by Christmas for 
the Press and Publicity team to get to work 
for a public launch in mid-February. It is then 
only six weeks until the first opening night! The 
economic backbone of the season will be the 
musicals which allow him to programme more 
challenging productions. Daniel is passionate 
about the role theatre plays in our lives. In 
his view it enriches our communities through 
the sheer power of entertainment - and these 
experiences change peoples’ lives in countless 
small and big ways.

At the end of his talk, answering questions, 
he was asked what distinguishes Sheffield 
audiences from those in Chichester. He said 
that in Sheffield he had never been asked 
to put on more Brecht! Long live Chichester 
audiences - and thank you, Daniel Evans,  
for a delightful performance!

Daniel Evans, Chichester Festival Theatre’s Artistic Director since 2016.
Photo: Tobias Key, CFT
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THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
Founder: David Goodman

Patron: The Mayor of Chichester
Vice President: Joy Crawshaw

Vice Chairman: Bill Sharp
Secretary: Anthony Quail
Treasurer: Bob Wiggins

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Andrew Bain, Anna Bloomfield, Rodney 

Chambers, Danielle Charbonneau, 
Richard Childs, Roger Hobbs, 

Christopher Mead-Briggs, Cedric 
Mitchell, Trevor Redman, Grace Taylor 

and John Templeton.

Submissions to:  
newsletter@chichestersociety.org.uk

MEMBERSHIP
Single membership: £8 by standing 

order or £11 by cheque payable to the 
Chichester Society.

Joint membership: £12 by standing order 
or £15 by cheque.

Life membership (60 years and over): 
£120 single and £160 joint.

Under 18 years: £4. 
Corporate membership: £100 (one-off).

Applications for membership and 
annual subscriptions to the Membership 

Secretary, Danielle Charbonneau  
at 9 Willowbed Avenue, Chichester 
PO19 8JD.    Email: membership@

chichestersociety.org.uk

Neither the editorial panel nor the 
Society necessarily subscribes to 
our contributors’ views. The right 
is reserved to edit any submitted 

articles or letters.

Published quarterly  
in March, June, September and 

December by the Chichester Society.
Registered Charity No 268055

ISSN 0307-1421 (paper)
ISSN 2397-1010 (electronic)

Design, typesetting and printing 
arranged by 

A CELEBRATION  
OF PEOPLE AND PLACES

24 November 2018 – 10 March 2019

This headline exhibition explores the rich history of Chichester Camera Club, 
and its development over the 125 years since it formed in 1893. Drawing from 
the Club’s archives, The Novium Museum’s collection and with contemporary 
work, this showcase demonstrates how Chichester District has been a source of 
inspiration to the Club’s members.

FREE ADMISSION, DONATIONS WELCOME

The Novium Museum, Tower Street, Chichester PO19 1QH 
T: 01243 775888  E: thenovium@chichester.gov.uk   
www.thenovium.org   www.chichestercameraclub.org.uk

A DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
Wednesday 6 March 2019
Repeating the successful visit of early 2018

for those who did not attend previously
A DAY AT  

GOODWOOD MOTOR CIRCUIT
10.00 am to 3.30 pm

Only for Chichester Society members
and their spouses and partners

Limited to a maximum of 30 guests

Refreshments & buffet lunch included
No charge - but a donation to Goodwood’s 

chosen charity will be requested.
To apply, post your application  

(max 2 places) to Trevor Redman  
at 12 Hawthorne Gardens

Hambrook PO18 8FP. 
 Include your email address 

to receive confirmation details.
Reservations will be allocated in date order 

CHICHESTER SHIP CANAL

MERRY XMAS AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO ALL OF YOU WHO HAVE

SUPPORTED THE CANAL OVER 2018.

MANY THANKS.
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

 AT THE CANAL IN 2019

www.chichestercanal.org.uk
or phone : 01243 771363

THE VOLUNTEERS OF THE CANAL.

if it matters to you,
it matters to us

T: 01243 698 015
E: bognor@coversure.co.uk
W: coversure.co.uk/bognor

From personal to business, or anything 
in between. When it comes to insurance, 
come to Coversure Bognor Regis.


